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Abstract 
In this paper, we discuss the problem of Ill-formed (or Incorrectly 
processed) text in the context of conceptual analysis text processing 
systems \Ve show that syntactically Ill-formed text IS not a major 
problem for such systems. Conceptually Ill-formed text and 
conceptually Ill-formed representations of text do cause interesting 
problems. \Ve define conceptual ill-formed ness and then present ideas 
for how It can handled in the context of two text processing systems, 
IPP and RESEARCHER. 
1 Introduction 
Natural language text can be ill-formed in many different ways. Much of the 
work on Ill-formed text has concentrated on syntactic problems ( [\Veischedel and 
Black 80, Kwasney and Sondheimer 81]' among others). Such work has looked at 
syntactically anomalous Input and input with syntax for which a given system IS 
not prepared. However, syntactIc ill-formedness IS not the whole problem. If fact, 
systems that concentrate on direct conceptual ana/ys£s of text must approach ill-
formedness from a different perspective. ThiS IS partlcularly the case for text 
processing systems that take large numbers of carefully wntten texts (news stones 
and patent abstracts In our case), and analyze them. 
In thiS paper, we wIll consider the Issue of Ill-formed Input In the context of 
conceptual analYSIS. \Ve Will discuss two major Issues -- 1) the relatIOn of 
conceptual analYSIS to 8yntactica/ly £II-formed Input, and :2) defining conceptually 
ill-formed Input and representations (either in absolute terms, or In relation to the 
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capabilities of a computer system) and how it might be dealt with by a text 
processing system. 
As sources of sample texts and text processing examples, we will make use of 
two computer systems that perform textual analysis. IPP [LebOWitz 80; Lebov{Jtz 
83a, LebOWitz 8.3bl is a program that was developed at Yale UnIversity to read, 
remember and learn from news stories about international terrOrIsm. It was used 
primarIly to study problems In learnIng from real-world Input, but also Involved 
conceptually-based text understanding. It wIll prOVide us here With a corpus of text 
examples (from newspapers the l:1'I newswlre), along with selected stones that IPP 
was unable to process RESEARCHER [LebOWitz 83c], currently under development 
at Columbia univerSity, also reads, remembers and learns from text, In this case 
tec hmcal text In the form of patent abstracts. RESEARCHER Will proVide exam pies 
of much more complicated Input. 
2 Conceptual Understanding Methods 
To proVide a context for our discussion of how conceptual analysis systems 
relate to ill-formed text, we will describe here the. basics of the conceptual 
understanding techmques used by our systems. In particular, we will deSCrIbe the 
methods used In RESEARCHER which are, at least in an abstract sense, Similar to 
those used by IPP (which the RESEARCHER methods were based on). IPP's 
understanding have been deSCrIbed in detaIl In [LebOWitz 80; LebOWItz 83bl. 
Systems uSing conceptual analYSIS methods buIld meamng representations 
directly from text, constantly makIng use of predictlOns about what Will come next. 
Only the mlmm urn amount of syntactic information IS used, and ItS use IS usually 
em bedded procedurally In conceptual proceSSIng Research Into conceptual 
understanding has Included [Birnbaum and Selfridge 81; Dp?r 83; Dejong 79; Hayes 
and ~louradlan 81, LebOWitz 83b; LebOWitz 83c; Rieger 78; Rlesbeck 7.), Riesbeck 
and Schank 76, Schank, et a1. 80; Small 80; \Vilks 731 Crucial to conceptual 
analYSIS IS that expliCit syntactic processIng IS not done pnor to building a meanlng 
representation, nor IS an expliclt syntactic representation of the text constructed, as 
In [Harns 78, Kaplan 77; Kaplan 7S; ~hrcus 80; \Vinograd 72; \Voods 70; \Voods 
and Kaplan 721 and others. The VIrtues of conceptual understanding for many 
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tasks and many domains, as well as its cognitive plausibility, has been discussed 
elsewhere ( [Schank and Birnbaum 82; Lebowitz 83b], for example). 
RESEARCHER processes texts by using very simple syntactic rules to identify 
"pieces" of the ultimate representation and then "puts the pieces together" usmg a 
combination of syntactic and conceptual heuristics. EXI shows a patent abstract 
tYPical of those read by RESEARCHER. We are concerned mostly with abstracts 
that descnbe the physical structures of cbjects. The goal of the text interpretation 
phase of RESEARCHER IS to build up descriptions of objects, including the 
phYSIcal relations between various sub-parts of the objects, using a canonical, frame-
based representation scheme [Wasserman and Lebowitz 831. 
EXI - P·B; G S Patent Abstract #4323939 
A har·_: fixed head disc drive assembly havmg a rotating record disc with 
a transducer cooperating with the surface of the disc. The transducer is 
mounted on a carriage which has three spaced, grooved bearings, two of 
which are received by a fixed cylindrical track, the third bearing engages 
a spring-loaded cylindncal track which urges said first two beanngs against 
said' fixed track, whereby the carnage is centered on said tracks for 
movement therealong radially of said disc surface. 
For text proceSSing purposes, there are several Important points to notice 
about EXl First of all. in traditional terms, the syntax of the abstract is very 
strange For example, the first "sentence" has no main verb. Many traditional 
grammars could not be easIly applied to this domain. ('oNe will return to this point 
later) Furthermore. frequently, very different syntactic structures function qUlte 
SImilarly In patent abstracts. For example. the phrases "a transducer cooperating 
With the surface of the disk" and "t.he third bearing engages a spring-loaded 
cylIndncal track" descnbe very similar physical relatIOns. but use different linguistic 
structures. \Vhile preliminary Identification of the syntactic structure might ad in 
the buIlding of a conceptual representatIOn. patent abstracts seem like an ideal 
domain to test strongly semantic-based methods that budd a conceptual 
representatIOn dIrectly from the text. 
EX2 shows EXl segmented in a manner that motivates RESEARCHER's text 
processmg technIques. 
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EX2 - (A hard fixed head disc drive assembly) (having) (a rotating 
record disc) (with) (a transducer) (cooperating with) (the surface) (of) (the 
disc) (The transducer) (is mounted on) (a carriage) (which has) (three 
spaced. grooved bearings), (two) (of which) (are received by) (a fixed 
cylindrical track), (the third bearing) (engages) (a spring-loaded cylindrical 
track) (which urges) (said first two bearings) (against) (said fixed track). 
(whereby) (the carriage) (is centered on) (said tracks) (for movement 
therealong radially of) (said disc surface). 
EX2, and most other patent abstracts that provIde physical deSCrIptIOns, can 
be broken into segments of two types -- those that describe physical objects (whIch 
we refN to as memeites), shown In italics In EX3, and those that relate vanous 
memettes to each other. The me mette-descrIbIng segments are usually (though not 
always) Simple noun phrases, but the relational segments take many different forms, 
IncludIng verbs and prepositlOns. The key point is the functlOnality of the relational 
segments IS largely Independent of their syntactic form, so we can process them 
solely on the functlOn they serve, ignoring structural compleXities. 
The analysis shown In EX2 leads directly to RESEARCHER's text 
Interpretation methods The RESEARCHER interpretatlOn phase consists largely of 
two sub-phases -- memette identlficatlOn and memette relatIOn, or "identifymg the 
pieces" and "putting the pieces together". 
ProcessIng In RESEARCHER uses a functIOnal classlficatlOn of words that 
concentrates on those that refer to physical objects and those that deSCrIbe phYSical 
relations between such objects. Such words are known as Memory POinters UvIPs) 
and RelatlOn \Vords (R\Vs) (including words that indicate assembly/component 
relatlOns). RESEARCHER does careful proceSSIng of \IP phrases (usually noun 
phrases) to Identify memettes, modificatIons to memettes, and reference to prevIous 
mentlOns of memettes. ThiS processing is IOterspersed With the application of R\Vs 
to create relatlOns among memettes. 
In broad terms, the structure of our processlOg is Similar to the cascaded ATN 
methodology [\Voods 80; Bobrow and \Vebber 80], where syntactic grammars 
frequently hand off syntactic compon~nts to a semantic analyzer that bUIlds 
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semantic structures and eliminates impossible constructs. However, we use only a 
small number of different syntactic constructs, eliminating the need for a formal 
syntactic grammar by focusing on the role of words In the conceptual 
representatlOn. Furthermore, while the cascaded ATN methodology views the 
understanding process as a syntactic processor giving what it finds to the semantic 
analyzer, we look on the process as being primarily a conceptual analysis that 
requests linguIstic structures when needed (much as in [Dejong 79]). 
"Finding the pieces", ie, identifyi:1g the objects deSCrIbed in a text, consists 
prImarIly of bottom-up recognition of si:nple noun phrases followed by a reference 
component that determines whether the object being mentioned has a preVIOUS 
reference In the text. No explicit syntactic representation of complex noun phrases 
IS done, although some fairly strong syntactIC rules about the construction of simple 
noun groups IS used. 
The noun phrase recognition process involves the same "save and skip" 
strategy deSCrIbed In [Lebowitz 83bJ. Using a one-word look-ahead process, 
RESEARCHER saves noun phrase words In a stack until the head ~fP (usually 
head noun) IS found. Then the words In the stack are popped off and used to 
modify the memette Indicated by the hea.d noun. 
The final aspect to "finding the pieces" involves checking for prevIous 
reference In the text Here we are able to take advantage of some of the arcane 
nature of patent abstracts. A very strict formalism is used to identify previous 
references, involVing the word "saId" and repetition of Identifying modifiers. 
\Vithout such formalism, the process would be very complicated, as abstracts 
frequently refer to many very SImIlar objects. As it IS, we can use a fairly Simple, 
procedural reference process that avoids many techniques needed for other sorts of 
text 
The second major sub-phase to RESEARCHER text processing Involves putting 
together the pieces Identified. ThiS process occurs as soon as the objects Involved 
are found. By and large, there are two different kInds of relatIOns found that tie 
objects together assembly/component relatIOns and phYSical (or functional) 
relatIons between memettes. The basic RESEARCHER text processing strategy for 
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each IS the same (although they are treated differently during generalization) 
-- maintain information from the relational segments of the text in short term 
memory and then, when the following memette is identified, determine how the 
appropriate pieces relate to each other. This process, which is largely independent 
of the form of the relational text segments, immediately builds up a conceptual 
representatIon for later use. Determining which pieces to relate often myolves 
complex semantic tests which we will not discuss here. 
\Ve will conclude this bnef presentatlOn of RESEARCHER's text InterpretatlOn 
methods by showing some of the processing of EXl. Figure 1 shows the processing 
of the fIrst sentence. 
The main pomt ill ustrated by Figure 1 is how RESEARCHER text processing 
consists of memettes being Identified and then related together as indicated by the 
relatlOn words. For example, "a hard fixed head disc drive assembly" and "a 
rotatIng rE-cord disc" are each Identified using a save and skip strategy and then 
related together based on the relatlOn word "having", making the disc a part of the 
assem bly2 (Actually, instantiations of the abstract memettes are related, &~;fEl\fO 
a.nd &~fE~13 In this case) Also worth notmg is RESEARCHER's use of a phrasal 
leXIcon for phrases such as "disc drive" and "cooperatmg with". Figure 1 also 
shows an example of RESEARCHER performing a reference (If not a difficul~ one), 
noting that the final diSC mentlOned is that same as the one mentIoned earlier, 
&~1E~vf3 
Figure 2 shows the final representatlOn constructed by RESEARCHER after 
reading all of EXl. It consists of a set of memettes Identified, IndicatlOns of which 
memettes are parts of others, and a list of relations between memettes. The 
r",la.tlons prefixed with R- are physical and those beginnIng WIth P- are functional 
(purposIve). There IS also a sIngle "meta-relatlOn" that mdicates a causal relation 
between Its component relations. 
o . 
-Some relations are simolv ambiguous. without real-world knowledge, and mU3t be understood by uSing 
memory. one such example "here is whether the "transducer" is part of the "disc" or the "assembly". The 




Running RESEARCHER at 2:56:57 PK, led 4 Jan 84 
Patent: P41 
(A HARD FlIED HEAD DISC DRIVE ASSEWBLY HAVIIG A ROTATIIG RECORD DISC WITH A 
TRANSDUCER COOPERATIIG 11TH THE SURFACE OF THE DISC -PERIGO- THE TRA!SDUCER 
IS WOUITED 01 A CARRIAGE IHICH HAS THREE SPACED -CO~' GROOVED BEARIIGS 
.cmou- riO OF IHICH ARE RECEIVED BY A FlIED CTLIJDRICAL TRACK .cmnu- THE 
THIRD BEARIIG EHeAGES A SPRIIG-LOADED CTLIIDRICAL TRACK IHICH URGES SAID 
FIRST TWO BEARliGS AGAIIST SAID FlIED TRACK .CO~- IHEREBY THE CARRIAGE IS 
CEITERED 01 SAID TRACKS FOR WOVEKElT THEREALOIG RADIALLY OF SAID DISC 
SURFACE -STOPe) 
Processing: 
A lew instance yord -- skip 
HARD Weaette aodifier; save and skip 
FlIED Weaette aodifier; save and ski~ 
HEAD We.ette yithin JP; save and sk1p 
DISC DRIVE Phrase 
-) DISC-DRIVE Weaette Yithin JP; save and skip 
ASS~BLT : WP yord -- aeaette UlIJOII-ASSEWBLY' 
lew UIXIOII-ASSEWBLY' instance (l¥EWO) 
ley DISC-DRIVE' instance (l¥EW1) 
Assu.ing lWEWl (DISC-DRIVE') i. part of ~O (UIXIOII-ASSEWBLY' -- 'ASS~LT') 
ley HEAD. instance (l¥EW2) 
Assuains lWEY2 (HEAD') is part of lWEYO (UJXJOII-ASSEKBLY' -- 'ASSEWBLY') 
Augaent1ng lYEYO (UIK!OWI-!SS~LY' -- 'ASSEYBLY') Yith feature: WOBILITl = 10lE 
Augmenting lWEWO (UIKJOII-ASSEKBLY' -- 'ASSEWBLY') yith feature: TEXTURE = HARD 
HAVIIG : Parts of lKEWO (UlIJOII-ASSEWBLY' -- 'ASSEKBLY') to follow 
A : ley instance yord -- skip 
ROTATIIG : Wesette aodifier; save and skip 
RECORD : Wemette aodifier; save and skip 
DISC : WP yord -- aeaette DISCI 
lew DISC. instance (lYEW3) 
Augaenting lYEY3 (DISC.) yith feature: DEY-PURPOSE = STORIIG 
Augaenting lYEW3 (DISC') with feature: DEY-PURPOSE = ROTATIOI 
Assuaing lYEW3 (DISC.) is part of lKEWO (UIKIOWI-ASSEYBLY' -- 'ASSEYBLY') 
"ITH (WITH1) : Parts of lllDIO (UIKIO'll-ASSEWBLU -- 'ASSEKBLY') to folloy 
A : ley instance yord -- skip 
TRAiSDUCER : \l.P yord -- aeaette TRAlSDUCER. 
lew TRAISDUCER. instance (lllDI4) 
Assuming lYEY4 (TRAISDUCER.) is part of ~O (U1XIOII-ASS~BLY' -- 'ASSEYBLY') 
COOPERATIIG 'UTH : Phrase 
-) COOPERATIVG: Relation yord -- save and skip 
THE : Antecedent yord -- skip 
SURFACE : WP yord -- aeaette SURFACE. 
ley SURFACE. instance (lllDI5) 
Establishing R-ADJACEIT-TO relation; SUBJECT: lWEW4 (TRAISDUCER.); 
OBJECT: lKEW5 (SURFACE') [aREt5] 
OF : Part-of indicator 
Assusing lKEW5 (SURFACE') is part of the folloying 
THE : Antecedent yord -- skip 
DISC : WP yord -- aeaette DISC. 
Reference for DISC.: lKEW3 
Assuming lKEW5 (SURFACE') is part of ~3 (DISC.) 
'PERIOD- : Break yord -- skip 
end of sentence -- resetting part flag 
Figure 1: RESEARCHER ProcesslOg EXI 
The representation 10 Figure 2 captures all the mformatlOn from EXl that IS 
needed for the learlllng aspects of RESEARCHER. It was acqUIred usmg the 
"puttIng pieces together" strategy, WIthout any further pure lingUIstiC processing, 
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Text Representation: 
•• ACTIVE IISTAICES •• 
lWEYO (UIKIOfJ-ASSEWBLTI -- 'ASSEKBLT') [Hods: TEXTURE/HARD WOBILITT/IOIE] 
COMp'onents: lKEWl ~2 lWEW3 ~4 
lVEMI (DISC-DRIVE.) 
~ElI2 (HEAD.) 
~EW3 (DISC') [Wods: DEY-PURPOSE/ROTATIOI DEY-PURPOSE/STORlIG] Coap'onents: lMEY5 
lJlEli4 (TRAJSDUCE.~') 
lWEY5 (SURF ACEI) 
lWEWB (CARRIAGE') 
Coap.0nents: lWEV7 
t¥EW7 (BEARIiG') [Wods: IUWBER/3 DIST!lCE/SEPARATE TEITURE/IICISED] 
Coap.0nent8: lWEK8 tjEWl0 
lliEll8 (BEARTlG.) [Wods: JUllBER/2 ORDIJAL/l) 
lWEW9 (TRACK.) (~od8: WOBILITT/iOIE SH!PE/CTLIIDRICAL] 
~10 (BEARliG,) [Wods: ORDliAL/3] 
lYEWll (TRACK.) (Wods: TEiSlOI/SPRliG SH!PE/CTLIIDRICAL] 
A list of relations: 













lYEW 11 (TRACKI) 
lllE1Ul (TRACKI) 





Relation: Object: {R-ADJACEIT-TO} lUtwS (SURFACE') {P-SUPPORTS} lWEY4 (TRAISDUCER.) 




RESEARCHER's Representation of EX! 
3 Conceptual Analysis and Syntactic Ill-Formedness 
3.1 Is syntactic ill-iormedness a problem! 
The frt:;quency of syntactically Ill-formed Input surely yanes In different 
setttngs It IS not cOincidence that most of the work dealing With 111-formed tnput 
has Inyolved interactIve systems, partIcularly database L-ont ends In such systems, 
users normally do not t:;xtenslvely edit their Input, and hence the chance of 111-
formed Input is relatively high On the other hand, In the construction of systems 
that read more carefully wntten text, such as that we have worked WIth, nev"s 
stones and patent abstracts, are less likely to encounter syntactlcally ill-formed 
Input The IntroductlOn of mechamsrns to explicltly recognIze and correct such 
problems may therefore, not be warranted (partlcularly, stnce, as we wlll see below, 
the fact that our systems do not do exphclt syntactlc analvsis makes the detection 
of syntactlc Irregulanty difficult) 
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To test the hypothesis that syntactic ill-formedness IS rare In written text, we 
looked at the corpora of texts compiled for use with IFP and RESEARCHER. 
These compnse roughly 67.5 paragraph-long terrorism stories taken directly from 
newspapers and the 1.;'PI newswire and about 100 United States patent abstracts, 
which were also paragraph length, but rather longer and more complicated than the 
news stories. The texts in each case fit with the hypothesis. Virtually no 
obviously syntactically ill-formed input was found. Not surprisingly, m some cases 
the text varied from "grammar book" English, but a human reader would hardly 
notice any problems. Reasonable syntactic rules would probably handle all the 
texts, although the rules would have to change from domain to domain. 
The patent abstracts used for RESEARCHER did include some texts that 
were clearly ill-formed m a traditional sense. For example, EXI lacks certain 
syntactic niceties (like a mam verb). On the other hand the grammatical 
constructions used seem to be quite regular, and, again, reasonable syntactic rules 
could probably be devised for these texts. 
So, It would seem that syntactic ill-formedness is not a major Issue for text 
prOCi'ssmg systems (although, of course, if we do information retrieval using natural 
language queries, or process less polished mput such as school papers or transcripts 
of conversations, we Will run Into all the problems that database front-end research 
has t:>ncountered) Thls does, however raise the question of why we do not use 
pnor syntactic analysis in our understanding systems. After all, if there is little or 
no non-syntactic input, why not? \Ve will address this lssue after lookmg at how 
we do deal with syntactically ill-formed Input, should It anse. 
3.2 How does conceptual analysis deal with syntactic i11-rormedness! 
One of the advantagt:>s that has long been claimed for conceptual analysis of 
the kind descnbed above, I.e, Without dOing expliCit syntactic analysis, IS that It 
can automatically deal with syntactically ill-formed input. It is instructive to see 
whv thiS IS the case. 
ConSIder the following example taken from [Kwasney and Sondheimer 811: 
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EX3 
Draw a circles. 
A conceptual analyzer trying to build a conceptual representation directly from 
this command, perhaps using a "put the pieces together" strategy, wIll never notice 
that anythmg is \ .. Tong with the syntax. It wlll realize that "draw" indicates a 
command, "a" introduces a noun group, and "circles" is a head plural nouns. So 
the command indicates that the system should draw more than one circle. 
The situation would be Similar for this slightly more subtle example (also from 
[Kwasney and Sondheimer 81]): 
EX4 
1. along with many other Germans, are concerned about the Russian 
threat. 
Again, a conceptual analyzer would Just sweep through the words of the 
sentence, not notlcmg the disagreement between subject and verb num ber In this 
case, such behavIOr seems cognitlvely correct as well as practical :\fany human 
readers, and Virtually all conceptual analyzers, would not notice the ill-formedness. 
In any case, understanding would not be greatly changed If the verb was corrected. 
Such lack of perceptIOn of dl-formedness lIkely becomes more pronounced as 
problems get more subtle and sentences more convoluted. 
These examples are typical of the way a conceptual analyzer deals With 
syntactically ill-formed input -- it doesn·t. It Just goes about Its busmess and finds 
the best meaning it can. The pnme advantage of such an approach IS Simply that 
no extra effort is spent trymg to correct syntactic anomalies. Since our methods do 
not need a separate syntactic represen:ation, the lack of one for a text is not a 
Significant problem for understanding 
On the other hand, there are also disadvantages m this approach. In fact, 
some disadvantages can be expected by observmg that people notlce basiC sYntactic 
Ill-formedness (such as number disagreement), eyen when they are perfectly able to 
understand the text. Such phenomena III people almost always carry a correspondmg 
advantage 
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It is our feeling that the underl)'ing reason for noticing syntactic ill-formedness 
IS not that such recognition indicates that a syntactic processing failure must be 
corrected before further process can occur. Rather, both in human understanders 
and AI systems, recognition of synta.ctic ill-formedness can serve as a heuristic for 
identifYIng understanding problems. EX3 provides a good example. \Vhde our 
conceptual a.nalysis was perfectly plausible, it is also possible that the human user 
Intended to say "Draw a circle", making a mistake with the noun, not the article. 
RecogllltlOn of the syntactic problem might provide a valuable clue indicating that 
the understander should probe for further evidence as to the user's meaning. 
~otlce that there is no need for syntactic ana.lysis to be temporally prior to 
conceptual analysis to gaIn this heuristic advantage, nor even really interact very 
much With the conceptual processing. It would be possible to conduct the syntactic 
processing in parallel, or augment the conceptual processing to check for at least 
basic syntactic problems (like agreement). In fact, this later step is taken in many 
working systems (although they frequently ignore anomalies that they find). In IPP 
and RESEARCHER, since syntactic ill-formedness was not a major Issue, the 
programs are allowed to simply "fly on by" syntactic irregulantles. 
As mentIoned earlter, there IS one more questlOn here -- even though 
correctIng svntactlc anomalies may be difficult, we commented above that such 
problems are rare So why don't we go ahead and perform syntactic analysis, and 
bite the bullet when there is a problem. The answer to this question is fourfold: 1) 
our methods do not gain significantly from having a syntactic parse available, so 
the added layer of compleXity is superfluous; Z) performing conceptual analYSIS from 
a syntactic parse can sometimes be more difficult that directly from the text,. e g., 
I?xtractlng the real meanIng of a news story from a clause embeddl?d In "sources 
said", .3) even though natural text ma.y not frequently violate English grammar 
rules, unless we have very complete syntactic processing rull?s, our system may often 
believe there is a syntactic problem, and, most importantly, 4) while text is usually 
syntactIcally correct. it IS often qUIte convoluted, and finding the syntactIC 
representatIOn may Involve conSIderable effort. For example, conSider EX5. 
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EX5 - 5308; UPI; 11 Nov 79; Iran 
The commander of the paramIlitary police in the mountams of Iran's 
Kurdistan region was killed yesterday by a dissident subordinate trying to 
hijack a helicopter to Iraq the official Pars news agency reported. 
Among other compleXities In EX), notice that it IS ambiguous whether the 
phrase "In the mountams of Iran's Kurdistan region" should be attached to the 
noun phrase "The commander of the paramilitary police" (where he commanded) or 
the verb phrase "was killed" (where he was killed). Incorrectly attaching the 
phrase could be VIewed as syntactIc lll-formedness, but, in reality, this IS a 
conceptual problem If we must rely on conceptual analYSIS to resolve problems 
such as these, we have lost most of the advantage of having a syntactic 
representation In the first place. 
EX6 illustrates a similar pOint. 
EX6 - 5.396, UPI; 26 Jan 80; South Africa 
A shootout between police and three black nationalist guerrillas who seized 
white hostages mside a suburban bank raised fears today that the attack 
could be the beginnIng of a guernlla war agamst white rule in South 
Alnca 
In EX6, "polIce and three black nationalist guernllas who seIzed white 
hostages inSIde a suburban bank" forms a SIngle, complex, noun phrase. But this IS 
largely irrelevant for understanding the story, since we are really Interested the two 
Sides and locatIOn of the shootout. The syntactic structure gIves us lIttle help In 
fIndIng thiS information, as there are many other forms thiS InformatIOn could take 
Since we found examples like EX) and EX6 to be the rule, not the exceptIOn 
In the kInds of domaInS we are concerned WIth, we have elected to Ignore most 
syntactIC problems a.nd concentrate :iirectly on conceptual analYSIS, Inc!udIng 
conceptual Ill-formedness when relevant 
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4 Conceptually Ill-Formed Input 
The conceptual analysls process we use with creates new issues regarding dl-
formed Input. While, as we have seen, syntactically ill-formed input is not a major 
problem for our systems, we may be confronted with conceptually ill-formed input. 
'y\/e will first conslder whether input can, In a theoretical sense, be conceptually ill-
formed, and then look at the practical problems involved. 
It IS easy to come up with a theoretical defimtion of syntactically ill-formed 
input -- a piece of text that IS not accepted by the grammar of the language (thIs, 
of course, assumes that such a grammar exists). The conceptual analogue of this 
definition IS not clear. Even if we assume that there is a grammar of all possible 
concepts -- all the ways that the elements of a representation scheme can be 
combined, perhaps -- this grammar will accept such a large space of concepts, that 
it wIll cover many concepts that we would think of as ill-formed. For example, the 
meamng of Chomsky's famous, "Colorless green Ideas sleep furiously", can certainly 
be represented, and yet we might lIke to conSIder it conceptually Ill-formed. 
The alternative to using a grammar of poss£ble meanings is to try and 
formulate rules, pOSSibly a grammar, of sensible meanings. Then. any input that 
failed to correspond to the rules would be considered Ill-formed. But this IS a 
horrendously difficult problem. We are not trying to come up with rules about 
what IS usual, since if we did we would reject input that IS unusual, and often 
qUIte tnteresting. \Ve have to try and define what IS plausible But almost 
a.nythlng we can represent IS plaUSIble (unless basic rules of the representa.tlon are 
VIOlated). so we are back to rules so vague that they eltmlnate yery few ca.s~s 
Even if we abandon the Idea of comIng Up With a theoretical definItIOn of 
conceptually Ill-formed tnput and Just look at the problem practically, the problem 
IS still very hard. \Vhtle It IS easy to come WIth rules that handle Simple cases, 
e g., the actor in a terrorist attack must be human, rules like these are not entirely 
satisfYing. First of all, cases hke this come up very rarely In text (although, 
unfortunately, rather more frequently In misanalyzed text) Secondly, many 




So, we are left with the prospect of developing heuristics that identify 
representations that are probably not correct. Generally, this means we are no 
longer looking for input that IS genuinely conceptually ill-formed, but instead, 
looking for representations that do not reflect the meaning that the wnter had In 
mind. Of course, since the text is all ','ole have to go by, our rules wIll have to be 
heuristic In nature 
\Vhde we have not implemented any routines that identify conceptually dl-
formed representatIOns, we have considered the problem. In general. there seem to 
be two broad classes of Ill-formed representations built by our systems. Vie carne up 
with these classes by looking at the 15-20% of the terrorism stories that IPP 
processed Incorrectly, and the patent abstracts that we have been collecting. The 
first class Includes those cases where substantIal information IS simply left out of the 
representatIOn (including the null representation). Often problems of this kind are 
:SImply due to text outside of our representation scheme, but sometimes the reasons 
for the anomaly can be more subtle. The second class includes those 
representatIOns that VIOlate some gross semantic fllle, of the sort mentIOned above. 
Such rules are very domain-specific. A common example from the terrOrIsm domain 
would be that the actor and victim of an extortIOn cannot be the same ~erson. 
Deciding what constItutes a "gross VIOlation" is obviously not triVial. We Imagllle 
that thiS process must Involve relating the new input to what is already known in 
memory [LebOWitz 83a]. 
Before gOing on to conSIder what we might do when conceptual anomalies are 
found, as well as some examples of such anomalies, It IS worth emphasizing two 
problems With the approach of considenng strange fE'presentations as Ill-formed. In 
one directIOn, we may have the problem that we mentioned before -- we may 
eltmlllate some unusual, but correct representations. The worst aspect of these 
cases is that they probably constitute interesting exam pies A.t the other I='nd of the 
spectrum, we may accept some representatIOns that are plaUSible. but not \',hat the 
\Hlter had In mInd. Cltlmately, we might want to haye rules that Involve the 
course of the processing, and not Just the final result. It IS also worth noting that 
these two problems can arise in detectlllg syntactic Ill-formedness The first problem 
IS probably less Importa.nt, Slllce syntactIC Ill-formedness IS bet~er defIned than the 
conceptual vanety, but the second problem, accepting parses tha.t are grammaticaL 
but not what was Intended, IS qUite likely to occur. 
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4.1 Examples of conceptually ill-formed representations 
In this section, we will look at several examples of ill-formed representations 
from the systems we have worked on. Note that each of these examples is only ill-
formed in a "practical" sense, i.e., the system could not understand it. A search of 
our corpus of exam pIes revealed none that were theoretically conceptually Ill-formed. 
\Vhile there were certalllly many examples that strike a human reader as odd, It 
was always possible to determine a plausible meaning. Also, we have selected 
examples that are on the borderline of anomalous, as these tend to be the most 
productive to study (although not always the most amusing). 
'\fost of the stories where IPP left a piece of information from the text out of 
the story representation Illvolved concepts not in our representation scheme (novel 
terrorist demands were a particular problem). This was also the case for virtually 
all the cases where IPP came up with no representation at all for a story. 
However, there \Ilere some more interesting cases where IPP just missed a piece of 
the story EX7 is typical. 
EX7 - S538; UPI; 15 ~fa.y 80; United States 
A heavily armed gunman took a teen-age hostage and attempted to hijack 
an old flYing boat to Capetown South Africa today 
Though It may seem mundane enough, the phrasing "took a teen-age hostage" 
caused IPP conSiderable trouble. This IS because the word "hostage" is playing a 
dual semantic role in EX7. It serves both to confirm the action in the story, 
extortIOn through the taklllg of a hostage, and to identify the person taken hostage. 
This IS true since III IPP's understanding scheme, the main verb of the sentence, 
"took", cannot be used by Itself to identify the action, since It IS so ambiguous. 
The conceptual analYSIS process must look for confirmatIOn of the action, '.vhlch 
comes from the word "hostage". This method WIll work fine for the more common 
constructIOns, "took a teen-age boy hostage" or "held captIve a teen-age hostage". 
However, 10 thiS case, It causes the program to miss the noun role of "hostage" 
(~otlce that 10 "took a teen-age boy hostage", "hostage" not playing :l noun role, 
conceptually) 
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Figure 3 shows the representatlOn IPP constructed for EX? 
Story: S538 (5 15 80) UIITED-STATES 
(A HEAVILY ARYED GUlWAI TOOK A TEEl-AGE HOSTAGE AID !TTEKPTED TO HIJACK AI 
OLD FLYIIG BOAT TO CAPETOil SOUTH AFRICA TODAY) 
Story Representation: 
.. lLAII EVEIT .. 
EV24 = 
~EW-IAWE S-EXTORT 




ACTOR HEAVILY ARMED GUIKAI 
VEHICLE OLD BOAT 
TO CAPETOil -SOUTH-AFRICA. 
OUTCOllE -FAIL-
TIllE TODAY 
2388 asee CPU (0 asee GC). 3000 asee clock, 3929 conses 
Figure 3: Dropped Phrase in IPP Processing 
IPP gets most of the conceptual representation of EX? correct It identIfies the 
main actlOn (a fatled extortion by hijacking, the faIlure Inferred from "attempted"), 
the actor (a "heavtiy armed gunman, actually represented In more detaJi 
Internally), and the vehicle hijacked (a boat) However, It misses the teen-age 
hostage. 
The POInt here is not that It would be difficult to modify lPP so that It 
processed EX7 correctlv. In fact, that would be rather simple wIthin the IPP 
framev·lOrk. However, the conceptual variety of text will lead to some cases missed 
by any understanding system, and so a robust system must be able to deal with 
such problems. 
ThiS example does Illustrate part of our strategy for dealIng will conceptually 
Incorrect representations (in fact, the main part, so far). It has always been a goal 
for our systems to represent as much of a text as pOSSible correctly, even when 
there are problems WIth other parts Thus, even when a system lIke IPP can·t 
understand all of a text. it may understand enough to be able to earn out all or 
pa.rt o( Its main task For example, after processing EX? IPP. In Its learning role. 
might be able to determIne that hlJ3.ckings of boats usually fall ObVIously, It 
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cannot learn as much as if it had totally understood the text. The key here is 
that everything the system puts in its representation should be correct, even if not 
complete. 
\Ve will consider other possible solutions to conceptually incorrect 
representatIOns In the next section. 
EX8 Illustrates the more senous case of conceptually ill-formed representations, 
where information is not left out of a story representation, it is simply incorrect. 
ThiS IS also a classic example of the kind of story that confuses a conceptual 
analyzer 
EX8 - S.519: UPI; 2 \fay 80; U0flTED-STATES 
A man saymg he was setting out to free the American hostages tried to 
hijack an airliner and fly to Iran but was disarmed early Friday, ending a 
six-hour siege. 
EX8 took place during the period after the takeover of the U mted States 
embassy In Teheran. It describes one extortIOn that attempts to end another. A 
conceptual analyzer is easily confused by the conjunction of the two extortIOns. As 
IPP tnes to put together the events such as the hijacking, freeing of hostages, a 
siege, and disarming the hijacker, based on ItS stereotypical knowledge of extortion, 
It gets very confused. Figure -1 shows that representation built for EX8. 
Figure -1 shows a perfectly plausible representation of a hijacking of a plane 
'wIth American passengers by a man who released hiS hostages and was captured 
after a siege. Plausible, but wrong, as the hostages referred to were an entirely 
different group of people than the passengers in the plane. (The fact that the 
alrimer passengers ',''/"ere presumably released, If they were ever actually held, IS Just 
cOincidence) 
IPP was particularly susceptible to thiS kmd of problem, as it was basically a 
skimmer that used very lIttle Information about surface structure, but other 
conceptual a.nalyzers would have SimIlar difficulties. 
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Story: S51g (5 2 80) UlITED-STATES 
(A WAJ SAYIIG HE lAS SETTIIG OUT TO FREE THE AWERICAJ HOSTAGES TRIED TO 
HIJACK AI AIRLIIER AiD fLY TO lRAI BUT WAS DISARWED EARLY FRIDAY ElDIIG A 
SII-HOtJR SIEGE) 
Story Representation: 








































*HYPO THETI CAL * 
fRIDAY 
3514 .sec CPU (0 .sec GC), 5000 asec clock, 5184 conses 
Figure 4: Confused IPP Output 
It is difficult to see any solutIOn for EX8, if we are restricted to exammmg 
~he flnal representation for ill-formedness, as there IS nothing to indIcate that the 
repr,=sentatlon is anomalous. vVe present thIS example just to show the worst that 
can happen. Fortunately, the situation is rarely this bad. It takes a rare 
confluence of events for mistaken analysis to lead to a plausible representatIon. 
Often, as mentioned earlier, there will some sort of gross anomaly that we can hope 
to detect (With all the caveats mentioned earlier) Even with this story, It IS 
possible that if we read a longer version of the events In questIon. a detectable 
anomalv would arise. 
The patent abstracts that RESEARCHER deals WIth are conSiderable more 
complex that news stones. and hence the proportion of results that are at least 
somewhat anomalous IS currently greater than for IPP EX9 shows a tYPical 
abstract, which we Will use to illustrate several til-formed concl?pts In the 
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RESEARCHER representation. (Notice also that the first "sentence" IS non-
grammatical, but would probably cause a "practical" grammar no syntactic 
problems.) 
EXO - P22; U S Patent Abstract #3815150 
A dIsc dnve for flexIble disc cartndge magnetic recording. The disc 
cartndge IS placed In a holder wIthout touching either the recording head 
or the dlsc dnve spindle. Then the holder is pivoted generally parallel to 
the spindle aXlS to move the disc into engagement with the head and 
spindle. A special clamp on the holder clamps the disc to the spindle with 
a floatlng clam p mem ber which can adapt itself to the axis of rotatIon of 
the spIndle. 
EX9, ltke most patent abstracts, is both complex and difficult for people to 
understand. Figure 5, shows the representation that RESEARCHER came up with 
for EX9. The representatIOn consists of a list of objects, including objects specified 
as parts of others, along with a list of relations, physical and purpOSlve, between 
objects. There are, not surprisingly, a number of problems In this representation, 
as RESEARCHER was not specially prepared for this story, and the example was 
selected for this paper as one likely to confuse the system. We wIll look at three 
of the problems, though the reader can no doubt find more. 
The first problem WIll wtll look at is that in representing "fleXIble disc 
cartrIdge magnetIc recording", RESEARCHER loses the informatIOn from "magnetIc 
recordIng". as the system has never been prepared for modIfiers that follow an 
object. ("FlexIble magnetic recording disc cartndge" would work fine.) ThIS 
problem IS sImIlar to the "teen-age hostage" IPP example In that It Involves mIssing 
informatIOn. As wIth that example, the problem IS due to a surface construction 
that the system IS not prepared for, and. as an Isolated example, would be easy to 
correct It also suggests, however, that simple missing information Will be a general 
class of conceptually ill-formed Input we will have to detect. 
A secon~ problem With the representation III Figure 5 IS that it has the "axis" 
(of the spindle) Impelling the "disc". It cannot tell whether the purposive relation 
deSignated by "to move" relates the disc WIth the "holder", the "aXIS" or the 
Text Representation: 




tWEWl (CASSETTE') [Yods: RIGIDITT/2] 
Coap.0nents: tWEW2 
tllEll2 (DISC.) 






Coap.0nents: lWEY9 lWEWB 
lVEll8 (YOUiTIJG-~EAiS') 
tWEli9 (UiKIO'f)-THIiGJ -- 'llEllBER') 
Coaponents: tWEll8 
A list of relations: 
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(DISC-DRIVE.) (DISC-DRIVE') (' HOLDER') 
(TRAISDUCER') (TRAiSDUCER. ) 
{P-USED-FOR} {P-IRITES} lWEKl (CASSETTE') 
{P-COITAIIS} lWEKl (CASSETTE') {P-IRITES} {R-eOIIECTED-TO} lllEY3 ('HOLDER') 
A.IlOUIT/O ('HOLDER') {R-PARALLEL-TO} lWEYB (AIlS') (AXIS.) {P-IllPELS} tllEli2 (DISC') (TRAiSDUCER') {P-EJGAGES} tWEW2 (DISC') 
(YOUiTIIG-~EAIS') {R-OI-TOP-OF} tllEll8 (llOUITIIG-VEAISJ) {P-ROTATES} lWEj7 (DRIVE-SHAFT') 
Figure 5: RESEARCHER Representation of EX9 
"pIvoted parallel" relatIOn between them. In this case, there is a subtle clue from 
the use oi the word "to" that indicates that "to move" relates the "pIvoted 
parallel" relatlOn to the dISC However, In many SImIlar cases, there IS no such 
surface IndIcatIon. As with the "hijacking and Iran hostages" IPP example, there IS 
no gross anomaly In this part of the repfl'~sentation to indicate that somethIng IS 
"Hong 
The mam point here is that systems that can detect this sort of anomaly wIll 
have to have considerable knowledge of Its domain, dISC drives in this case. 
Furthermore, whIle It IS pOSSIble to come up with static semantIC InformatIOn that 
v·/lll handle anyone speCIfic case, general detectIOn of thIS sort of error will reqUlre 
J. broad dynamIC memory buIlt up from the texts processed, of the sort discussed in 
our °ll/ork [Lebowitz 82a: LebOWitz 83a; LebOWitz 83cJ as well as [Schank 82; 
Kolodner 83; Reiser et al. 83]. Once again, though, m applymg thls kmd of 
IniormatIOn \Ile wIll have to take great care not to classify merely non-stereotypical 
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Input as anomalous (ThIs IS, of course, particularly important when dealing with 
patents, which are supposed to be uniquE in some way.) 
The final example of conceptually ill-formed input we will use from Figure 
5 involves the next-to-last relation that shows the "mounting means" on top of 
itself. The reasons why RESEARCHER came up with this representation are rather 
a.rcane. ThiS is the sort of example we can profitably hope to be able to detect 
algOrIthmIcally It IS a violatIOn of a very basIC rule of the representation scheme 
(or rule of the domain, perhaps), that an object cannot be on top of itself. This 
sort of error we might, In the short term, hope to detect and deal with using some 
of the methods deSCrIbed in the next section. 
4.2 Proposals ror dealing with conceptually incorrect representations 
HaVIng seen that text does get incorrectly represented conceptually, we need 
to conSider how to handle these cases. \Vhile we have not implemented any 
measures speCifically aimed at this problem for our understanding systems, we have 
conSidered the issue. ([Hayes and Carbonell 83; Webber and \fays 831 have also 
looked at how to handle certain classes of conceptually incorrect text). Before 
makIng our proposals, there are two prelimInaries to deal with -- just when do we 
assume that we have conceptually incorrect input, and why whatever correction 
techniques we use should not be used all the time. 
\Ve have mentIOned throughout this paper several kInds of anomalous 
representa.tlons that we can hope to detect, as well as the problems Involved. To 
reView, the major classes of ill-formed representations are those that le:lve out part 
or all of the text and those With that grossly violate conceptual rules. The danger 
of the latter approach IS that we might clasSify simply unusual representatIOns as 
anomalous. \\fe estimate that about T)% of the anomalous IPP representatIons 
eIther faded to represent a major portion of the text or VIOlated very basiC (and 
easy to detect algorithmically) conceptual rules (such as that people cannot kidnap 
themselves) ;\1any of the remaining 25% were quite subtle, and would reqUIre 
slglllficant analYSIS to fllld general detection rules. 
Since we intend to propose rules for dealing with anomalous representations, 
one might wonder why these methods are not employed all the tIme The answer IS 
twofold. First, the "careful" processmg we will propose requires significant extra 
processmg resources, and hence should only be used when absolutely needed. 
Furthermore, our processing of ill-formed representations might actually cause 
SImpler examples to fail, particularly in practical systems. \Ve might expect that the 
special-purpose rules will be considerably less robust that the pure conceptual 
analYSIS we use most of the time. It 'will probably be worth our while to do a 
separate (and hopefully fairly simple) check for conceptually ill-formed 
representatIons, and then process them further, rather than uSing detailed techniques 
on all texts. 
There are two basic pOSSIbilities for dealing with conceptually Ill-formed 
representatIOns. .-\5 has been pointed out in the research on syntactically ill-formed 
input, we can eIther try and fix the anomalous representatIOn or we can reprocess 
the Input (obVIOusly WIth some changes In method). vVhtle the "fix up" method 
has much appeal for syntactically ill-formed input, for conceptual anomalies, 
reprocessing will be required. There are many reasons for this, including the fact 
that reprocessing allows us to make best use of our basic understanding techniques, 
but the overriding re"ason IS a very simple one: most conceptual. anomalies lack 
some Information from the text (possibly along with other problems). Since 
Information needed for a correct representation is missing, we clearly must go back 
to the text In at least some cases. This contrasts with syntactIc anomalies where 
the whole text is generally accounted for In the syntactic representation, Just 
Incorrectly 
GIven the deciSIon to deal with conceptually ill-formed representations by 
reprocessIng the text. we must conSIder how the reprocessing should dIffer from the 
onglnal. The obVIOUS plan is to reprocess using more resources and "being more 
careful", which seems to match the plan that people use In Similar circumstances. 
Of course, thiS leaves the major questlOn of defining Just what "being more careful" 
entails 
By examining the IFP and RESEARCHER texts, we have come to the 
conclUSIOn that two basic forms of ((being more careful" will handle most of the 
problems encountered. Unfortunately, these two methods Involve diametrically 
opposIte kinds of processing. This presumably means that, unless we can find rules 
for determinIng which method to use, we WIll have to try both for each case. 
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The first method for "being more careful" involves making more use of 
syntactic rules. Such processing might be as simple as using methods simllar to 
those of syntactic- based processors. On the other hand, in systems such as ours 
which are constantly making both conceptual and structural predictions, this usually 
means using the structural predictions instead of the conceptual ones (which are 
normally glven pnonty). 
If we look back at the "hijacking and Iran hostages" example, we will see 
that such reproceSSIng would work. The story, which starts out, :fA man sayIng he 
was settIng out to free the American hostages tned to hijack " leads to 
conflicting expectatIOns for "free" The conceptual expectation is that "freeing" 
should be a "scene" of the hijacking. Structurally, however, the embedded clause 
introduced by "saying" indicates that the "freeing" involves the hijacker's goals or 
demands. IPP normally uses the conceptual expectation, and hence its problems 
with this story. vVhile we would not want to use the more complex structural 
predictions all the tlme (for example, news stories constantly involve "police saying" 
and "sources said" which we want to ignore), they do help in cases like this. 
An alternative method for "being more careful" lS exactly the converse of the 
first one -- Ignore all structural rules and simply use the conceptual rules. In 
effect, thiS involves taking all the pieces of a story and seetng how they most 
senslbly fit together, Ignoring how they appeared tn the text. Obviously, this 
method will only work for the most conceptually normal of cases. There are a 
surpnstng number of such examples whose conceptually simpliclty is obscured by 
structural complexity. This is the kind of processing that Charmak discussed tn 
[Charniak 83] when he observed that examples like "Fire match arson hotel" can 
be understood. 
Conceptual-only processing will work for the "teen-age hostage" example we 
looked at earlier. 'y'lle can take the pieces, "heavily armed gunman", "teen-age 
hostage", "attempted to hiJack", "old flying boat" and "to Capetown" and put 
them together In the conceptually obvIOUS way to get the correct representation. 
CSIng thls method, "teen-age hostage" does not have to play the double role it did 
In the ongInal, since "attempting hijacking" confirms the taking of hostages. It is 
our feeling that thIS method will work for a large class of Ill-formed representations. 
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Conceptual-only processing fits well with models of subjective understanding 
[Abelson 73; Carbonell 81]' in that new text is molded to fit wIth eXIsting beliefs. 
On the other hand, It has the ObVIOUS problem that unusual text will be 
misinterpreted to match stereotypical knowledge. It is interesting to look at the 
hrst example ever done by IPP In this light [Schank, et aL 801· 
EXIO - SI, )Iew York Times; 8 Oct 78; France 
An Arabic speakIng gunman shot his way into the Iraqi embassy here this 
morning, held hostages throughout most of the day, before surrendenng to 
French policemen and then was shot by Iraqi security officials as he was 
led away by French officers. 
In this example, a totally conceptually-based system will mlsprocess the final 
shootIng. Exam pIes of this sort led to the Integration of structural and conceptual 
expectatIOns In IPP's understanding methods. On the other hand. as we have seen, 
at times It IS necessary to give one method preference over the other 
5 Conclusions 
In thIs paper we have made a number of observations about the role of 111-
formed or anomalously represented III put In text processlllg systems that use 
conceptually-based understanding methods vVe wdl summarize these pOints here. 
• SyntactIcally ill-formed text is not common in input to text processing 
systems. at least if we consider syntax In a practical sense. 
• \Vhen syntactically ill-formed text is encountered, conceptual techniques 
usually deal with it successfully, normally not notICIng It IS ill-formed, 
but sometimes mISS inferences that can be drawn by the fact that the 
Input is ill-formed. 
• Recognizing conceptually incorrect representations IS a more subtle 
problem, since we want to recognize such problems WIthout clasSIfYIng 
texts that are merely unusual as a.nomalous. 
• The general classes of conceptually Incorrect representations that we can 
hope to detect easily are those that omIt informatIOn from the text and 
those \'-iIth gross conceptual anomalies 
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• The best way to deal "'l1th conceptually Incorrect representations is to 
reprocess the text, "being more careful", whIch can eIther consist of 
paying more intention to structural (syntactic) clues, or conversely, 
ignoring structural clues and only paying attention to conceptual 
expectations. 
From our study of the problem, it would seem that the problem area most In 
need of further study to successfully handle conceptually Ill-formed Input IS 
determination of what makes something appear anomalous enough that it cannot be 
correct. 
A final observation IS that analYSIS of the sort in this paper Inevitably leads 
one to the belIef that problems of ill-formed Input of all kinds will only be dealt 
With fully when we have parallel, integrated systems of the sort discussed in [Erman 
et al 80; Lebowitz 82b; Charniak 83]. Language is usually redundant enough that 
text Ill-formed In one respect can be interpreted correctly using other information 
(hence the reprocessing heuristics mentioned above). So, ultimately, we will want 
parallel systems that make use of the best information currently available and tune 
out Ill-formed channels, rather than using one source of informatIon at a time, as IS 
done by most of today's systems. 
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